
Chapter 23
Mass Society in an Age of Progress

1871-1894

Section 1 (678-687):  The Growth of Industrial Prosperity
Italicized Intro

“the doctrine of progress . . .”  
 Dominance of the Nation-state,  middle-class, & political liberalism

New Products and New Markets
1.  What 4 items  characterize the 2nd Industrial Revolution
Notice how Germany (& the US) are overtaking Britain economically in this section

New Patterns in an Industrial Economy
2.  What nations are in the “two economic zones” in 1900 & describe each “zone”

Women and Work:  New Job Opportunities
3.  What types of jobs did women begin to dominate by the 1870s?
Notice that sentence about prostitution that begins: “No longer protected . . .”

Big cities = anonymity and  isolation
Organizing the Working Classes

4.  Rather than violent overthrow, the German Socialists  (SPD) espoused . . .
   5.  What did Berstein and the Revisionists believe in?

That part about nationalism is really good.  Marx said the revolution would be 
INTERNATIONAL.  The proletariat in all nations would rise together.  WW I??  OOPS.

6.  Describe Anarchism?  What methods did they eventually adopt?
7.  Given the reading from this section, why do you think there was never a socialist revolution 

in Western Europe? 

Section 2 (687- 701):  The Emergence of Mass Society
Population Growth

1.  What caused the rapid growth in population in the 2nd half of the century?
Transformation of the Urban Environment

- look how Europe becomes urbanized during this century
- Very important sentence was snuck in there.  If you’re not careful, you might miss it.

“In housing, . . . the liberal principle . . .  governments were stepping  in . . .”
   This era is when liberalism adopts a more activist role for government 

(as opposed to Laissez faire)
- suburbs!! - separation of home from work because of mass transportation

The Social Structure of Mass Society
That first paragraph is pretty interesting.  Lots of good data.
“the greatest fortunes shifted to . . .”
2.  British Millionaires:  1850      aristocrats - 73% businessmen - 14%

        1914      aristocrats - ? businessmen - ?
Very Important statement:  “. . . whose values tended to dominate . . .”
Look at those values at the top of 694. Very Middle Class..   “. . . the right way of doing things.. . . .”

If you just assume that those values are normal, you may want to read  Paul Fussel’s  Class.
It’s short, and by far the funniest book I’ve ever read.  You’ll reevaluate your whole worldview.

The “Woman Question”:  The Role of Woman
3.  Describe the Woman Question
4.  Describe the standard view of women’s role in society.
 Notice how this era ruined all of the good holidays!!   What is often labeled “puritanical” 

should actually be called “victorian”!!!!!
5.  What were working class women expected to do until marriage?



Education and Leisure in an Age of Mass Society
6.  When did the concept of compulsory state-run primary education develop?
7.  What were the reasons people supported this educational system?

Section 3 (702-707):  The Nation State
Western Europe:  The Growth of Political Democracy

Reform in Britain    [RB:  308-310]
1.  Explain the Reform Bill of 1884
The Irish Question is explained a little better in the Review Book.  
   We will definitely spend a day on Ireland. 

The Third Republic of France    [RB:  315-316]
Very Confusing:  Socialist Paris (Commune) is opposing the rest of France (monarchists)
2.  What happened to the Paris Commune?
“legacy of hatred. . .”  Between the left and right, conservatives & liberals, workers & middle class
3.  Why do you think the Boulanger affair serve to “rally support” for the new Republic?

Spain & Italy    [RB:  318-319]
Don’t worry about the Spain stuff
Italy:   richer north vs poorer south
          “pretensions to great power status”  i luv that.

Central & Eastern Europe: Persistence of the Old Order
Ok, that little intro paragraph is very important (especially around May.  Nice overview)  
Compare that to the little intro to western europe on p702.  Know that!!
“had the trappings of parliamentary government”   but  with “authoritarian forces”

Germany    [RB:  324-326]
Pay attention to the last 2 sentences in that paragraph.  It’s important when we get to Hitler.
4.  Summarize those last two sentences “Though the creation . . .”
5.  What were Bismarck's methods to weaken the socialists?   (ever hear of the “carrot & stick” approach)

Austria-Hungary    [RB:  328-329]
Not too much here

Russia    [RB:  332-333]
6.  What kind of ruler was Alexander III of Russia?


